Identification of Individual Immobilized DNA Molecules by Their Hybridization Kinetics Using Single-Molecule Fluorescence Imaging.
Single-molecule fluorescence methods can count molecules without calibration, measure kinetics at equilibrium, and observe rare events that cannot be detected in an ensemble measurement. We employ total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy to monitor hybridization kinetics between individual spatially resolved target DNA molecules immobilized at a glass interface and fluorescently labeled complementary probe DNA in free solution. Using super-resolution imaging, immobilized target DNA molecules are located with 36 nm precision, and their individual duplex formation and dissociation kinetics with labeled DNA probe strands are measured at site densities much greater than the diffraction limit. The purpose of this study is to evaluate uncertainties in identifying these individual target molecules based on their duplex dissociation kinetics, which can be used to distinguish target molecule sequences randomly immobilized in mixed-target samples. Hybridization kinetics of individual target molecules are determined from maximum likelihood estimation of their dissociation times determined from a sample of hybridization events at each target molecule. The dissociation time distributions thus estimated are sufficiently narrow to allow kinetic discrimination of different target sequences. For example, a single-base thymine-to-guanine substitution on immobilized strands produces a 2.5-fold difference in dissociation rates of complementary probes, allowing for the identification of individual target DNA molecules by their dissociation rates with 95% accuracy. This methodology represents a step toward high-density single-molecule DNA microarray sensors and a powerful tool to investigate the kinetics of hybridization at surfaces at the molecular level, providing information that cannot be acquired in ensemble measurements.